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Background: Circular RNAs (circRNAs) have been reported to be involved in regulating 
the development of breast cancer. Paclitaxel (PTX) can be used for the chemotherapy of 
breast cancer. The study aimed to explore the role and mechanism of circ_0006528 in PTX- 
resistant breast cancer progression.
Methods: The levels of circ_0006528, microRNA-1299 (miR-1299) and cyclin-dependent 
kinase 8 (CDK8) were measured by quantitative real-time polymerase chain reaction (qRT- 
PCR). RNase R treatment was used to confirm that the circ_0006528 was a circular RNA. PTX 
resistance and cell proliferation were determined by Cell counting kit-8 (CCK-8) assay. Cell 
apoptosis, migration and invasion were analyzed by flow cytometry and Transwell assays, 
respectively. The levels of all proteins were examined by Western blot. The interaction between 
circ_0006528 and miR-1299 or CDK8 was predicted by online database confirmed by dual- 
luciferase reporter and RNA immunoprecipitation (RIP) assays. Xenograft mice model was 
constructed to reveal the role of circ_0006528 on tumor growth in vivo.
Results: Circ_0006528 was significantly up-regulated and miR-1299 was down-regulated in 
PTX-resistant breast cancer tissues and cells compared with control groups. CDK8 protein 
expression was dramatically upregulated in PTX-resistant breast cancer tissues and cells as 
compared to control groups. Loss-of-function experiments revealed that circ_0006528 knock-
down decreased IC50 value of PTX and restrained proliferation, migration, invasion and 
autophagy, whereas induced apoptosis of PTX-resistant breast cancer cells in vitro. The inhibi-
tory effects of sh-circ_0006528 on the progression of PTX-resistant breast cancer cells were 
reversed by decreasing miR-1299 or increasing CDK8 expression. Furthermore, circ_0006528 
could modulate CDK8 expression by sponging miR-1299. Circ_0006528 silencing impeded the 
growth of PTX-resistant tumors by regulating miR-1299/CDK8 axis in vivo.
Conclusion: Circ_0006528 partially contributed to PTX resistance of breast cancer cells 
through up-regulating CDK8 expression by sponging miR-1299.
Keywords: breast cancer, paclitaxel resistance, circ_0006528, miR-1299, CDK8

Introduction
As the most common tumor in women’s gynecological diseases, breast cancer is 
still a thorny problem.1 Although techniques containing surgery, chemotherapy and 
radiotherapy have been improved, they still remain unsatisfactory, especially in 
chemotherapy. Chemoresistance is a major obstacle to clinical treatment.2 For 
example, paclitaxel (PTX) resistance to cancers could affect the treatment of 
cancers, thereby resulting in poor survival rate.3 Several studies have shown that 
breast cancer cells PTX were resistant to the chemotherapeutic drug PTX.4 The 
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underlying mechanism of PTX resistance to cancers is 
complex, therefore, elucidating the mechanism of chemi-
cal resistance is necessary for effective treatment of breast 
cancer.

Growing evidences indicated that noncoding circular 
RNAs (circRNAs) can act as competing endogenous 
RNAs (ceRNAs) of microRNAs (miRNAs) to regulate 
the development of tumors by participating in drug 
resistance.5 For example, circRNA PVT1 could promote 
PTX resistance in gastric cancer cells by modulating ZEB1 
expression through sponging miR-124-3p.6 It has also 
been found that circRNA CELSR1 impaired proliferation 
and apoptosis of ovarian cancer cells and accelerated PTX 
resistance via modulating miR-1252/FOXR2 pathway.7 

Another example was that circPVT1 silencing could 
attenuate doxorubicin and cisplatin resistance in osteosar-
coma cells by decreasing ABCB1 expression.8 In 
a previous study, it was validated that circ_0006528 
could facilitate that progression of breast cancer via target-
ing miR-7-5p through activating MAPK/ERK pathway.9 

However, whether circ_0006528 can mediate PTX resis-
tance in breast cancer has not been studied.

MiR-1299 has been widely reported as a tumor inhibi-
tor. For colon cancer, miR-1299 hindered the cells growth 
through down-regulating the expression of STAT3.10 For 
prostate cancer, miR-1299 was found to restrain the pro-
liferation and metastasis of cells.11 Also, Meng et al sup-
ported that miR-1299 accelerated starvation and 
Rapamycin-induced autophagy of esophageal squamous 
cell carcinoma cells.12 Wang et al reported that miR-107 
participated in regulating the sensitivity of breast cancer 
cells to PTX,13 which aroused our curiosity to explore the 
role of miR-1299 in PTX-resistant breast cancer.

Cyclin-dependent kinase8 (CDK8) belongs to the CDK 
family, and the members of this protein family influence 
a variety of biological behaviors, such as angiogenesis, 
stem cell self-renewal and sperm formation.14 Emerging 
studies indicated that CDK8 was overexpressed and accel-
erated the progression of tumor cells in multiple cancers, 
such as colon cancer,15 pancreatic cancer16 and glioma.17 

Importantly, Li et al found that CDK8 was associated with 
sensitivity of PTX in NCI60 cells.18 But the interaction 
among circ_0006528, miR-1299 and CDK8 in breast cancer 
remains unknown. This study aimed to explore the function 
of circ_0006528 in PTX resistance of breast cancer, and 
clarify the potential mechanism of circ_0006528 in PTX- 
resistant breast cancer.

Materials and Methods
Tissue Samples
Tumor tissues and corresponding normal tissues were col-
lected from 48 patients with breast cancer (33 PTX- 
chemosensitive patients and 15 PTX-chemoresistance 
patients) at Luoyang Central Hospital Affiliated to 
Zhengzhou University. Any treatment has not been con-
ducted on these patients before the collection of tissues, 
and the patients signed the written informed consents. All 
the experiments in the present study were approved by the 
Ethics committee of Luoyang Central Hospital Affiliated 
to Zhengzhou University. Animal studies were performed 
in compliance with the ARRIVE guidelines and the Basel 
Declaration. All animals received humane care according 
to the National Institutes of Health (USA) guidelines.

PTX-Resistant Cells Construction and 
Culture
MCF10A, BT-549 and ZR-75-30 cell lines were purchased 
from American Tissue Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, 
VA, USA). These cells were cultured in Roswell Park 
Memorial Institute 1640 (RPMI 1640, Hyclone, South 
Logan, UT, USA) medium which included 10% fetal bovine 
serum (FBS, Gibco, Carlsbad, CA, USA) at 37°C. Besides, 
the PTX-resistant cell lines (BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/ 
PTX) were established by successive adding paclitaxel. The 
PTX resistance was maintained by co-culture 1 μmol/L 
paclitaxel in RPMI 1640 (Hyclone) medium.

Quantitative Real-Time Polymerase Chain 
Reaction (qRT-PCR) and RNase 
R Treatment
Total RNA from milled tissues and harvested cells was 
extracted by Trizol (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA) with 
RNeasy Mini Kit (QIAGEN, Shanghai, China). 
Complementary DNA (cDNA) was reversely transcribed 
from RNA by Prime Script RT Master Mix (Thermo 
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) and qRT-PCR 
was performed on 7500 Real-Time PCR System (Applied 
Biosystems, Foster City, CA, USA) with SYBR Select 
Master Mix (Applied Biosystems). The relative levels of 
circ_0006528 and CDK8 were normalized to glyceralde-
hyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (GAPDH) expression 
using 2−∆∆Ct method, and miR-1299 expression was nor-
malized to U6. Primer sequences were synthesized by 
Sangon Biotech (Sangon, Shanghai, China) as following: 
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circ_0006528, forward (F), 5ʹ-TACGGAGTCACTGCC 
TTACG-3ʹ; reverse (R), 5ʹ-TGCTATCCTAGAGAAGCT 
GCC-3ʹ. GAPDH, F, 5ʹ-GGAAAGCTGTGGCGTGAT-3ʹ; 
R, 5ʹ-AAGGTGGAAGAATGGGAGTT-3ʹ. MiR-1299, F, 
5ʹ-ACACTCCAGCTGGGTTCTGGAAUUCTC-3ʹ; R, 5ʹ- 
CAGTGCGTGTCGTGGAGT-3ʹ. U6, F, 5ʹ-CTCGCTTC 
GGCAGCACA-3ʹ; R, 5ʹ- AACGCTTCACGAATTTGC 
GT-3ʹ. CDK8, F, 5ʹ-GCTGATAGGAAGGTGTGGCT-3ʹ; 
R, 5ʹ-GCAAAGCCCATGTCAGCAAT-3ʹ.

The circular structure of circ_0006528 was confirmed 
by RNase R (Geneseed, Guangzhou, China) treatment. 
The principle was that RNase R could digest linear RNA 
molecules, but not circular RNA molecules.19 In brief, the 
total RNA was incubated with RNase R in a 10 μL volume. 
After inactivation of RNase R, the treated RNAs were 
detected by qRT-PCR.

Transfection
Lentivirus-sh-circ_0006528, scrambled its matched nega-
tive control (sh-control), lentivirus-sh-CDK8 and the nega-
tive control (sh-control) were constructed by Thermo 
Fisher Scientific. MiR-1299-mimics, scrambled its control 
NC-mimics, miR-1299 inhibitor, scrambled its control NC 
inhibitor, overexpression plasmid of CDK8 (pcDNA3.1/ 
CDK8) and its control pcDNA3.1 were bought from 
GenePharma (Shanghai, China). Transfection experiment 
in BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells was performed 
by Lipofectamine 2000 (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

PTX Sensitivity and Cell Counting Kit-8 
(CCK-8) Assays
The cell 50% inhibitory concentration (IC50) value of PTX 
and proliferation were examined by CCK-8 assay. For 
detecting IC50 value, the transfected BT-549/PTX and 
ZR-75-30/PTX cells (5×103 per well) were seeded into the 
96-well plates for 24-h incubation. After treated with dif-
ferent concentrations of PTX, cells were continued to cul-
ture for 48 h. Subsequently, 10 μL CCK-8 solution (Dojindo 
Molecular Technologies, Shanghai, China) was added to the 
cells for another 4 h. The optical density (OD) at 450 nm 
was detected by a microplate reader (Promega Corporation, 
Fitchburg, WI, USA). The IC50 value of PTX was analyzed 
by the relative survival curve. For the cell proliferation 
assay, the transfected cells (5×103 per well) were seeded 
into 96-well plates. Ten microliters of CCK-8 were added at 
different time points (0 h, 24 h, 4872 h) after transfection, 
the detection was performed also as described above.

Flow Cytometry Assay
Cell apoptosis in the present study was assessed using an 
Annexin V fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)/propidium 
iodide (PI) apoptosis detection kit (Solarbio, Beijing, 
China). Briefly, the inoculated plates treated with BT- 
549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells (3×105 per well) were 
placed in an incubator for 48 h at 37°C. The cells were 
then harvested and stained with Annexin V-FITC and PI 
for 20 min without light and analyzed using a FACS 
Caliber flow cytometer (FlowCam, Shanghai, China).

Transwell Assay
Transwell assay was applied to examine the abilities of 
cells migration and invasion, the only difference was that 
detection of cell invasion required embedding Matrigel 
(BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA). The two transfected 
cells were seeded into the upper chamber at a density of 
1×105 per well with serum-free medium, while the bottom 
chamber was added with 600 μL of 10% FBS medium. 
After incubation for 24 h, cells migrated or invaded to the 
bottom chamber were stained with 0.1% crystal violet 
(Solarbio). Then, the cell number was examined by the 
Countess automatic cell counter (Invitrogen) with five 
random fields.

Western Blot
Proteins were obtained from tissues and cells by RIPA 
Buffer (Beyotime, Shanghai, China). Sodium dodecyl sul-
fate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE, 
Beyotime) was applied to separate protein. Subsequently, 
proteins were transferred to 0.22 μm polyvinylidene 
difluoride (PVDF, Beyotime) membranes. After blocked 
in 5% non-fat milk for 2 h, the membranes were incubated 
overnight at 4°C with the primary antibodies against multi- 
drug resistance gene1 (MDR1, 1:200, Thermo Fisher 
Scientific), Light chain3-I (LC3-I, 1:2000, Abcam, 
Cambridge, MA, USA), LC3-II (1:1000, Abcam), P62 (2 
μg/mL, Abcam), CDK8 (1:2000, Abcam) or GAPDH 
(1:3000, Abcam). The membranes were probed with 
horseradish peroxidase-conjugated goat anti-rabbit second 
antibody (1:4000, Abcam) for 1 h. The bands were 
observed by ECL reagent (R&S, Shanghai, China) and 
analyzed using ImageJ analysis software.

Dual-Luciferase Reporter Assay
The binding sites between circ_0006528 and miR-1299 
were predicted by Circinteractome online database and 
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the target gene of miR-1299 was predicted by 
TargetScanHuman 7.2 online database. The wild-type 
(WT) sequence of circ_0006528 containing miR-1229 
binding sites and its mutant (MUT) sequence were cloned 
to the pmirGLO vector (Promega Corporation), named as 
circ_0006528-WT and circ_0006528-MUT. The 3ʹ 
untranslated region (UTR) of CDK8 containing miR- 
1299 binding sites and its mutant sequence were also 
implanted into the pmirGLO vector, named as CDK8- 
WT and CDK8-MUT. These plasmids were co- 
transfected with miR-1299-mimics or NC-mimics into 
BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells, and the cells were 
further cultured for 48 h, then the relative luciferase activ-
ity was detected by a dual-luciferase reporter kit (Promega 
Corporation).

RNA Immunoprecipitation (RIP) Assay
RIP assay was performed using a RIP kit (Millipore, 
Billerica, MA, USA). BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX 
cells were lysed by lysis buffer and magnetic beads were 
conjugated to anti-Ago2 antibody or IgG antibody. After 
digestion with protease K, the RNA was extracted by 
TRIzol (Invitrogen). Then, qRT-PCR assay was used to 
measure the expression of circ_0006528, miR-1299 or 
CDK8.

In vivo Experiment
ZR-75-30/PTX cells (2×106) transfected with lentivirus- 
mediated sh-circ_0006528 or sh-control were injected sub-
cutaneously into the flank of male BALB/c nude mice (4 
weeks old, n=8). The tumor size was measured once 
a week for a total of 4 times. The tumor volume was 
calculated according to the following formula: volume = 
length × width2/2. The tumor weight was weighed after the 
mice were euthanized, and the resected tumor tissues were 
frozen for qRT-PCR or Western blot analysis. The animal 
experiments were permitted by the Animal Care and Use 
Committee of Luoyang Central Hospital Affiliated to 
Zhengzhou University.

Statistical Analysis
All data were generated from at least three separate experi-
ments and appeared as the mean ± standard deviation 
(SD). Student’s t-test was performed with the SPSS 18.0 
software for statistical analysis. P value less than 0.05 was 
considered to be significant.

Results
Circ_0006528 Was Up-Regulated in 
PTX-Resistant Breast Cancer Tissues and 
Cells
To study whether circ_0006528 was associated with breast 
cancer, we first examined the expression of circ_0006528 in 
breast cancer tissues by qRT-PCR. As shown in Figure 1A, 
circ_0006528 was up-regulated in breast cancer tissues 
compared with normal tissues (n=48). QRT-PCR was then 
performed to detect the expression of circ_0006528 in PTX- 
chemosensitive (n=33) and PTX-chemoresistance (n=15) 
breast cancer tissues. The results showed that circ_0006528 
expression in PTX-chemoresistance group was higher than 
that in PTX-chemosensitive group (Figure 1B). Meanwhile, 
we found that circ_0006528 expression was up-regulated in 
PTX-resistant breast cancer cell lines (BT-549/PTX and ZR- 
75-30/PTX) in contrast to their parental cell lines (MCF10A, 
BT-549 and ZR-75-30) (Figure 1C). To validate that 
circ_0006528 was a circular RNA, total RNA from BT- 
549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells were treated with RNase 
R, which degraded linear RNA without affecting circular 
RNA. As expected, lnc PRELID2 expression in BT-549/ 
PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells was significantly down- 
regulated after treatment with RNase R, while no significant 
change was observed in circ_0006528 expression (Figure 1D 
and E). These results demonstrated that dysregulation of 
circ_0006528 might be related to PTX resistance in breast 
cancer.

Silencing Circ_0006528 Repressed 
Proliferation, Migration, Invasion and 
Autophagy, Whereas Induced Apoptosis 
in PTX-Resistant Breast Cancer Cells 
in vitro
Given that circ_0006528 was up-regulated in PTX-resistant 
breast cancer, in subsequent experiments, the transfection 
efficiency of sh-circ_0006528 was firstly determined. QRT- 
PCR results showed that sh-circ_0006528 down-regulated 
the expression of circ_0006528 in BT-549/PTX and ZR-75- 
30/PTX cells, whereas the expression of lnc PRELID2 was 
no obvious change (Figure 2A and B). Then, the IC50 value 
was detected by CCK-8 assay for detecting the effect of 
circ_0006528 knockdown on PTX sensitive in breast cancer 
cells. As shown in Figure 2C and D, the IC50 value of PTX 
was declined in BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells after 
circ_0006528 was knocked down. Moreover, CCK-8 assay 
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showed that the proliferation of BT-549/PTX and ZR-75- 
30/PTX cells was markedly impaired by circ_0006528 
knockdown (Figure 2E and F). The results of flow cytome-
try assay showed that circ_0006528 silencing in BT-549/ 
PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells accelerated cell apoptosis 
(Figure 2G). Besides, Transwell assay was used to examine 
the migration and invasion of PTX-resistant breast cancer 
cells. The results indicated that circ_0006528 silencing 
inhibited the migration and invasion of BT-549/PTX and 
ZR-75-30/PTX cells (Figure 2H and I). Additionally, we 
examined the levels of the drug resistance-associated pro-
tein MDR1 and the autophagy-related proteins LC3-I, LC3- 
II and P62 by Western blot. Light chain3 (LC3) existed in 
the form of LC3-I under normal homeostatic conditions and 
bound with phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) to form the 
membrane-bound form LC3-II upon autophagy 
induction.20 As shown in Figure 2J and K, circ_0006528 
knockdown in BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells 
decreased the protein level of MDR1 and LC3-II/LC3-I 
ratio, and increased the protein level of P62, indicating 
that circ_0006528 could also induce autophagy. These 

results suggest that the down-regulation of circ_0006528 
inhibited the progression of PTX-resistant breast cancer 
cells in vitro.

Circ_0006528 Directly Associated with 
miR-1299
We then searched the miRNAs associated with circ_0006528 
by Circinteractome online database to explore the potential 
mechanism of circ_0006528 in PTX-resistant breast cancer 
progression. Results showed that miR-1299 might be 
a candidate (Figure 3A). The results of dual-luciferase reporter 
assay showed that miR-1299-mimics notably reduced the 
luciferase activity of BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells 
in circ_0006528-WT group compared with circ_0006528- 
MUT group (Figure 3B and C). Also, RIP assay showed that 
the levels of circ_0006528 and miR-1299 in BT-549/PTX and 
ZR-75-30/PTX cells were obviously enhanced in anti-Ago2 
group compared with anti-IgG group (Figure 3D and E). 
Subsequently, we validated that the expression pattern of 
miR-1299 was contrary to circ_0006528 in PTX-resistant 

Figure 1 Circ_0006528 was up-regulated in PTX-resistant breast cancer tissues and cells. The experimental detection method in Figure 1 was detected by qRT-PCR assay. 
(A) Circ_0006528 expression in breast cancer tissues and normal tissues was detected. (B) Circ_0006528 expression in 33 cases of PTX-chemosensitive tissues and 15 
cases of PTX-chemoresistance tissues was measured. (C) Circ_0006528 expression in PTX-resistant breast cancer cell lines (BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX) and their 
parental cell lines (MCF10A, BT-549 and ZR-75-30) was examined. (D and E) The levels of lnc PRELID2 and circ_0006528 in BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells treated 
with RNase R or control were detected. *P<0.05.
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breast cancer. And we found that miR-1299 expression was 
reduced in breast cancer tissues compared to normal tissues 
(Figure 3F) and was lower in PTX-chemoresistance group 

than that in PTX-chemosensitive group (Figure 3G). MiR- 
1299 expression was also down-regulated in PTX-resistant 
breast cancer cell lines (BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX) 

Figure 2 Silencing circ_0006528 repressed proliferation, migration, invasion and autophagy of PTX-resistant breast cancer cells and induced apoptosis in vitro. (A and B) 
The levels of lnc PRELID2 and circ_0006528 in BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells transfected with sh-circ_0006528 or sh-NC were examined by qRT-PCR. (C and D) 
The IC50 value of PTX in BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells transfected with sh-circ_0006528 or sh-NC was assessed by CCK-8 assay. (E and F) The proliferation of BT- 
549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells transfected with sh-circ_0006528 or sh-NC was analyzed by CCK-8 assay. (G) The apoptosis rate of BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells 
was examined by Flow cytometry. (H and I) The migration and invasion abilities of transfected BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells were determined by Transwell assay. 
(J and K) The protein levels of MDR1, LC3-I, LC3-II and P62 of BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells were detected by Western blot. *P<0.05.
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relative to their parental cell lines (MCF10A, BT-549 and ZR- 
75-30) (Figure 3H). In addition, circ_0006528 knockdown 
significantly increased miR-1299 expression (Figure 3I) in 
BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX. All these data indicated 
that circ_0006528 directly associated with miR-1299 and 
negatively regulated its expression in PTX-resistant breast 
cancer cells.

MiR-1299 Silencing Reversed the Inhibitory 
Effect of Circ_0006528 Knockdown on the 
Progression of PTX-Resistant Breast Cancer 
Cells
In view of the regulatory effect of circ_0006528 on miR- 
1299 expression, the effect of circ_0006528 on the 

progression of PTX-resistant breast cancer cells was corre-
lative with miR-1299 to be further explored. As shown in 
Figure 4A and B, the inhibition of sh-circ_0006528 on the 
IC50 value of PTX was weakened by miR-1299 inhibitor in 
BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells. CCK-8 assays 
showed that sh-circ_0006528 inhibited cell viability, whereas 
this effect was decreased by miR-1299 inhibitor in BT-549/ 
PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells (Figure 4C and D). Flow 
cytometry analysis revealed that miR-1299 inhibitor hin-
dered the promotion effect of circ_0006528 knockdown on 
cell apoptosis in BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells 
(Figure 4E and F). Transwell assay revealed that knockdown 
of circ_0006528 impaired the migration and invasion of BT- 
549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells, which were then reversed 
by miR-1299 inhibitor (Figure 4G and H). Also, the effects of 

Figure 3 Circ_0006528 negatively regulated the expression of miR-1299. (A) The binding sites between circ_0006528 and miR-1299 were predicted by Circinteractome online 
database. (B and C) The luciferase activity of BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells was assessed by dual-luciferase reporter assay. (D and E) The levels of circ_0006528 and miR- 
1299 in BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells treated with anti-Ago2 or anti-IgG group were examined by RIP assays. (F) MiR-1299 expression in breast cancer tissues and normal 
tissues was detected by qRT-PCR. (G) MiR-1299 expression in 33 cases of PTX-chemosensitive tissues and 15 cases of PTX-chemoresistance tissues was checked by qRT-PCR. (H) 
MiR-1299 expression in PTX-resistant breast cancer cell lines (BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX) and their parental cell lines (MCF10A, BT-549 and ZR-75-30) was examined by qRT- 
PCR. (I) MiR-1299 expression in BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells transfected with sh-circ_0006528 or sh-control was determined by qRT-PCR. *P<0.05.
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sh-circ_0006528 on the decrease of MDRI protein expres-
sion, the increase of P62 protein expression and the reduction 
of LC3-II/LC3-I ratio were overturned by interfering miR- 
1299 (Figure 4I and J). These results investigated that 
circ_0006528 promoted the progression of PTX-resistant 
breast cancer cells by targeting miR-1299.

Circ_0006528 Positively Regulated CDK8 
Expression via Sponging miR-1299
We then sought to identify the downstream genes of 
circ_0006528 and found that there were putative binding 
sites between miR-1299 and 3ʹUTR of CDK8 by 
TargetScanHuman 7.2 online database (Figure 5A). Dual- 
luciferase reporter assay confirmed the molecular binding 
within miR-1299 and CDK8 (Figure 5B and C). 
Importantly, RIP assay results demonstrated that the levels 
of circ_0006528, miR-1299 and CDK8 in BT-549/PTX 

and ZR-75-30/PTX cells were dramatically increased in 
anti-Ago2 group than that in control group (Figure 5D and 
E). Furthermore, circ_0006528 silencing down-regulated 
the mRNA and protein levels of CDK8 in BT-549/PTX 
and ZR-75-30/PTX cells, while miR-1299 inhibitor 
reversed these effects (Figure 5FH). Taken together, the 
results indicated that circ_0006528 positively regulated 
CDK8 expression by sponging miR-1299, suggesting the 
possibility of circ_0006528/miR-1299/CDK8 pathway in 
PTX-resistant breast cancer cells.

CDK8 Promoted Proliferation, Migration, 
Invasion and Autophagy, Whereas 
Suppressed Apoptosis in PTX-Resistant 
Breast Cancer Cells
To investigate the functional effects of CDK8 on breast cancer 
progression, we examined its expression in breast cancer 

Figure 4 Silencing miR-1299 reversed the inhibitory effect of circ_0006528 knockdown on the progression of PTX-resistant breast cancer cells. BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/ 
PTX cells were firstly transfected with sh-control, sh-circ_0006528, sh-circ_0006528+NC inhibitor or sh-circ_0006528+miR-1299 inhibitor. (A and B) The IC50 value of 
PTX was measured by CCK-8 assay. (C and D) The cell proliferation was assessed by CCK-8 assay. (E and F) The cell apoptosis rate was examined by Flow cytometry. 
(G and H) The abilities of cell migration and invasion were determined by Transwell assay. (I and J) The protein levels of MDR1, LC3-I, LC3-II and P62 were detected by 
Western blot. *P<0.05.
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tissues, PTX-resistant tissues and cells. The results of qRT- 
PCR and Western blot showed that the mRNA and protein 
levels of CDK8 in breast cancer tissues and PTX- 
chemoresistance tissues were higher than that in normal tis-
sues and PTX-chemosensitive tissues, respectively (Figure 
6AC). Consistently, the protein level of CDK8 was elevated 
in PTX-resistant breast cancer cell lines (BT-549/PTX and 
ZR-75-30/PTX) compared to their parental cell lines 
(MCF10A, BT-549 and ZR-75-30) (Figure 6D). Considering 
that CDK8 was highly expressed in PTX-resistant breast can-
cer cell lines, the functional deletion experiments were per-
formed. As shown in Figure 6E, CDK8 protein expression was 
obviously reduced in BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells 

transfected with sh-CDK8 relative to that in cells transfected 
with sh-control. Then, we found that CDK8 knockdown 
decreased the IC50 value of PTX in BT-549/PTX and ZR- 
75-30/PTX cells (Figure 6F). The results of CCK-8, Flow 
cytometry and Transwell assays, respectively, indicated that 
the interference of CDK8 hindered proliferation (Figure 6G), 
migration (Figure 6I) and invasion (Figure 6J), whereas led to 
cell apoptosis (Figure 6H) in BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX 
cells. Moreover, the down-regulation of CDK8 also reduced 
MDR1 protein level, upregulated P62 protein level and 
dwindled the ratio of LC3-II/LC3-I (Figure 6K and L). 
These data showed that CDK8 knockdown repressed breast 
cancer progression.

Figure 5 Circ_0006528 positively regulated CDK8 expression via sponging miR-1299. (A) The binding sites between miR-1299 and 3ʹ-UTR of CDK8 were predicted by 
TargetScanHuman 7.2 online database and the mutant sequence of CDK8 3ʹ-UTR. (B and C) The luciferase activity of BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells co-transfected 
with CDK8-WT or CDK8-MUT with miR-1299-mimics or NC-mimics was detected by dual-luciferase reporter assay. (D and E) The levels of circ_0006528, miR-1299 and 
CDK8 in BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells treated with anti-Ago2 or anti-IgG were assessed by qRT-PCR assays. (F–H) The mRNA and protein levels of CDK8 in BT-549/ 
PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells transfected with sh-control, sh-circ_0006528, sh-circ_0006528+NC inhibitor or sh-circ_0006528+miR-1299 inhibitor were detected by qRT- 
PCR and Western blot. *P<0.05.
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Figure 6 CDK8 promoted proliferation, migration, invasion and autophagy of PTX-resistant breast cancer cells and suppressed apoptosis. (A–C) The mRNA and protein levels of 
CDK8 in breast cancer tissues, normal tissues, PTX-chemosensitive tissues and PTX-chemoresistance tissues were determined by qRT-PCR and Western blot. (D) CDK8 protein 
expression in PTX-resistant breast cancer cell lines (BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX) and their parental cell lines (MCF10A, BT-549 and ZR-75-30) was examined by qRT-PCR. (E) The 
protein level of CDK8 in BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells transfected with sh-control or sh-CDK8 was measured by Western blot. (F) The IC50 value of PTX in BT-549/PTX and 
ZR-75-30/PTX cells was assessed by CCK-8 assay. (G) The proliferation of BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells was analyzed by CCK-8. (H) The apoptosis of BT-549/PTX and ZR-75- 
30/PTX cells was revealed by flow cytometry analysis. (I and J) The migration and invasion of BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells were investigated by Transwell assays. (K and L) The 
protein levels of MDR1, LC3-I, LC3-II and P62 of BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells were detected by Western blot. *P<0.05.
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Circ_0006528 Promoted the Progression 
of PTX-Resistant Breast Cancer Cells by 
Up-Regulating the Expression of CDK8
Subsequently, the interaction between circ_0006528 and 
CDK8 on breast cancer progression was further studied. 
Western blot assay was first used to detect CDK8 expression 
in BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells transfected with 
pcDNA3.1/CDK8 or pcDNA3.1. As shown in Figure 7A 
and B, CDK8 protein expression was enormously upregu-
lated after pcDNA3.1/CDK8 transfection. IC50 curve test 
showed that the inhibitory effect of sh-circ_0006528 on the 
IC50 value in PTX in BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells 
was inverted by CDK8 overexpression (Figure 7C and D). 
CCK-8 results showed that overexpression of CDK8 atte-
nuated the suppressive impact of sh-circ_0006528 on pro-
liferation of BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells 

(Figure 7E and F). Flow cytometry revealed that 
circ_0006528 knockdown accelerated the apoptosis of BT- 
549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells, while this effect was 
alleviated by increasing CDK8 expression (Figure 7G and 
H). The results of Transwell assay showed that the inhibition 
of circ_0006528 silencing on migration and invasion of BT- 
549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells was reserved by up- 
regulating CDK8 expression (Figure 7I and J). Meanwhile, 
the up-regulation of P62 expression and the reduction of 
MDR1 expression and the ratio of LC3-II/LC3-I were 
observed after sh-circ_0006528 transfection in BT-549/ 
PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells; however, CDK8 overexpres-
sion overturned the effects of sh-circ_0006528 on the levels 
of these proteins (Figure 7K and L). All these results 
revealed that circ_0006528 knockdown repressed breast 
cancer progression by regulating CDK8 expression.

Figure 7 Circ_0006528 promoted the progression of PTX-resistant breast cancer cells by up-regulating the expression of CDK8. Afer BT-549/PTX and ZR-75-30/PTX cells 
were transfected with pcDNA3.1/CDK8, pcDNA3.1, sh-control, sh-circ_0006528, sh-circ_0006528+pcDNA3.1 or sh-circ_0006528+pcDNA3.1/CDK8. (A and B) The 
protein level of CDK8 was measured by Western blot. (C and D) The IC50 value of PTX was detected by CCK-8 assay. (E and F) The cell proliferation was examined by 
CCK-8 assay. (G and H) The cell apoptosis rate was analyzed by flow cytometry. (I and J) The cell migration and invasion were assessed by Transwell assay. (K and L) The 
protein levels of MDR1, LC3-I, LC3-II and P62 were detected by Western blot. *P<0.05.
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Circ_0006528 Promoted the Tumor 
Growth of PTX-Resistant Breast Cancer 
Cells by Regulating miR-1299/CDK8 Axis 
in vivo
Xenograft mice assay in vivo was then performed to test the 
role of circ_0006528 on tumor growth using ZR-75-30/PTX 
cells in vivo. The results showed that circ_0006528 knock-
down significantly reduced tumor volume (Figure 8A). Then, 
the excised tumors were measured and weighted, results 
revealed that the size and weight of tumors were dramatically 
decreased by circ_0006528 silencing (Figure 8B). QRT-PCR 
results showed that the level of circ_0006528 was downregu-
lated by sh-circ_0006528 in removed tumor tissues from nude 
mice (Figure 8C). Subsequently, we found that miR-1299 
expression was upregulated (Figure 8D) and CDK8 expres-
sion at mRNA and protein levels was down-regulated by 
circ_0006528 knockdown in vivo (Figure 8EG). These data 
indicated that circ_0006528 silencing suppressed the tumor 
growth of PTX-resistant breast cancer cells by regulating 
miR-1299/CDK8 axis in vivo.

Discussion
The mortality rate in women with breast cancer remains high 
worldwide.21 Latterly, drug chemotherapy was frequently 

used for the treatment of breast cancer patients.22 However, 
the chemoresistance makes most patients fail treatment. And 
the survival rates are extremely low.23 Circ_0006528 over-
expression in PTX-resistant breast cancer cells attracted our 
attention.

Accumulating studies showed that circRNAs played 
a pivotal regulatory role in the chemoresistance of various 
tumors. For instance, circRNA_101505 expression was 
restrained in cisplatin-resistant hepatocellular carcinoma 
(HCC) tissues and cells, and up-regulation of 
circRNA_101505 impaired the growth of HCC cells 
in vivo and in vitro, which augmented cisplatin 
toxicity.24 Besides, Xu et al detected thousands of 
circRNAs changed significantly in A549/Taxol cells 
through high-throughput circRNA microarrays.25 In our 
present study, circ_0006528 was overexpressed in PTX- 
resistant breast cancer.

Paclitaxel has been shown to be useful in the chemother-
apy of multiple cancers, including breast cancer,26 it retards 
cell cycle progression and induces apoptosis to inhibit tumor 
cell growth.27 In order to reveal the function of circ_0006528 
in PTX-resistant breast cancer cells, loss-of-function assays 
were performed, and we found that its knockdown decreased 
the IC50 value of PTX as well as hindered cell proliferation, 
migration, invasion and autophagy, and induced cell apoptosis 

Figure 8 Circ_0006528 promoted the tumor growth of PTX-resistant breast cancer cells by regulating miR-1299/CDK8 axis. ZR-75-30/PTX cells transfected with sh-circ 
_0006528 or sh-control were implanted into BALB/c nude mice. (A) The tumor volume were statistically analyzed. (B) The size of tumor was showed and the effect of 
circ_0006528 knockdown on tumor weight was analyzed. (C) The interfering efficiency of sh-circ_0006528 was detected by qRT-PCR. (D) The effect of circ_0006528 
knockdown on miR-1299 expression was revealed by qRT-PCR. (E–G) The mRNA and protein levels of CDK8 in the tumor tissues from nude mice were detected by qRT- 
PCR and Western blot assays. *P<0.05.
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in breast cancer in vitro. Therefore, we hypothesized that 
circ_0006528 might exist in breast cancer as an oncogene, 
and its biological function might be related to PTX resistance.

Subsequently, we studied the potential mechanism of 
circ_0006528 in PTX-resistant breast cancer cells. The 
most classic study on the mechanism of circRNA was that 
circRNA acted as the ceRNA of miRNA to regulate the 
protein expression of target mRNA.28 Recently, Sang et al 
indicated that circRNA_0025202 increased FOXO3a expres-
sion via sponging miR-182-5p in breast cancer.29 We found 
that there were binding sites between circ_0006528 and miR- 
1299 through bioinformatics prediction tools, and confirmed 
circ_0006528 directly associated with miR-1299. As 
expected, miR-1299 was down-regulated in PTX-resistant 
breast cancer, and its silencing overturned the suppressive 
effect of sh-circ_0006528 on the breast cancer progression. 
Our finding was similar to previous studies, circRNA ciRS-7 
could act as the ceRNA of miR-1299 to promote migration 
and invasion of triple-negative breast cancer cells.30 Taken 
together, circ_0006528 might regulate the resistance of 
breast cancer cells to PTX by binding to miR-1299.

Previously, a study showed that CDK8 was associated 
with the sensitivity of PTX.18 In addition, Tang et al reported 
that CDK8 was associated with autophagy.31 It is interesting 
that miR-1299 was able to target the 3ʹ-UTR of CDK8 in our 
results, and we found that circ_0006528 knockdown down- 
regulated CDK8 expression by sponging miR-1299. 
Additionally, down-regulation of CDK8 also retarded cell 
progression, which was in agreement with previous reports. 
Song et al demonstrated that CDK8 was increased in the 
trastuzumab-resistant breast cancer cells, and when CDK8 
was silenced, the cell migration and invasion were 
restrained.32 Simultaneously, overexpression of CDK8 
reversed the inhibition effect of sh-circ_0006528 on cell 
progression. Finally, in vivo experiments showed that 
circ_0006528 knockdown could repress the growth of PTX- 
resistant tumors through sponging miR-1299 and increasing 
the expression of CDK8. These results signified that 

circ_0006528 promoted cell proliferation, migration, inva-
sion and autophagy, whereas inhibited cell apoptosis by 
sponging miR-1299 to upregulate CDK8 expression, which 
promoted PTX resistance in breast cancer (Figure 9).

Conclusion
Our results clarified the function of circ_0006528 in the 
PTX-resistant breast cancer. Circ_0006528 facilitated the 
PTX resistance in breast cancer tumorigenesis through 
modulating miR-1299/CDK8 axis, suggesting circ_00 
06528 might be a novel target in the treatment of PTX- 
resistant breast cancer.

Highlights
● Circ_0006528 was first verified to affect the progres-

sion of PTX-resistant breast cancer cells by targeting 
miR-1299.

● Circ_0006528 knockdown reduced autophagy of 
PTX-resistant breast cancer cells.

● The regulatory mechanism of circ_0006528 sponging 
miR-1229 to enhance CDK8 expression was first 
validated.

Abbreviations
circRNAs, circular RNAs; CDK8, cyclin-dependent 
kinase8; IC50, the cell 50% inhibitory concentration; 
RIP, RNA immunoprecipitation.
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Figure 9 The regulatory mechanism of circ_0006528 in PTX-resistant breast cancer.
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